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A method for processing a substrate having a conductive 
layer disposed thereon is provided. The substrate is coupled 
With a planariZing head. The planariZing head is moved to a 
position above a polishing pad assembly. The planariZing pad 
is positioned relative to the polishing pad assembly Without 
applying a voltage to the substrate. A ?rst voltage is applied to 
the substrate for a ?rst time period. A second voltage is 
applied to the substrate for a second time period in order to 
remove a portion of the conductive layer, Wherein the second 
voltage is greater than the ?rst voltage. In certain embodi 
ments, applying a ?rst voltage to the substrate further com 
prises forming a uniform passivation layer on the conductive 
layer. 
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LOADING A SUBSTRATE INTO A PROCESSING 
APPARATUS 

COUPLING THE SUBSTRATE WITH A PLANARIZING HEAD /\/312 

THE POLISHING PAD ASSEMBLY 
MOVING THE PLANARIZING HEAD TO A POSITION ABOVE N314 

MECHANICALLY STABILIZING THE PLANARIZING HEAD /\/ 320 

POLISHING PAD ASSEMBLY 
POSITIONING THE PLANARIZING HEAD RELATIVE TO THE M 322 

SURFACE OF THE POLISHING PAD ASSEMBLY 
MOVING THE PLANARIZING HEAD RELATIVE TO THE /\/ 324 

POLISHING PAD ASSEMBLY 
ROTATING THE PLANARIZING HEAD RELATIVE TO THE /\/ 326 

PERFORMING AN ELECTROCHEMICAL REMOVAL 
PROCESS ON THE SUBSTRATE 

/\/ 330 

FIRST TIME PERIOD 
APPLYING A FIRST VOLTAGE TO THE SUBSTRATE FOR A /\/ 332 

A SECOND TIME PERIOD IN ORDER TO REMOVE AN 

VOLTAGE 

APPLYING A SECOND VOLTAGE TO THE SUBSTRATE FOR 

EXPOSED PORTION OF A CONDUCTIVE LAYER, WHEREIN 
THE SECOND VOLTAGE IS GREATER THAN THE FIRST 
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ECMP POLISHING SEQUENCE TO IMPROVE 
PLANARITY AND DEFECT PERFORMANCE 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention 
[0002] Embodiments of the present invention as recited by 
the claims generally relate to a method and processing appa 
ratus for planariZing or polishing a substrate. More particu 
larly, the invention relates to a method and a polishing appa 
ratus for removing conductive material from a semiconductor 
substrate by electrochemical mechanical polishing. 
[0003] 2. Description of the Related Art 
[0004] In the fabrication of integrated circuits and other 
electronic devices on substrates, multiple layers of conduc 
tive, semiconductive, and dielectric materials are deposited 
on or removed from a substrate, such as a semiconductor 
Wafer. As layers of materials are sequentially deposited and 
removed, the substrate may become non-planar and require 
planariZation, in Which previously deposited material is 
removed from the substrate to form a generally even, planar or 
level surface. The process is useful in removing undesired 
surface topography and surface defects, such as rough sur 
faces, agglomerated materials, crystal lattice damage and 
scratches. The planariZation process is also useful in forming 
features on the substrate by removing excess deposited mate 
rial used to ?ll the features and to provide an even or level 
surface for subsequent deposition and processing. 
[0005] Electrochemical Mechanical PlanariZation (Ecmp) 
is one exemplary process Which is used to remove materials 
from the substrate. Ecmp typically uses a pad having conduc 
tive properties and combines physical abrasion With electro 
chemical activity that enhances the removal of materials. The 
pad is attached to an apparatus having a rotating platen assem 
bly that is adapted to couple the pad to a poWer source. The 
apparatus also has a substrate carrier, such as a polishing 
head, that is mounted on a carrier assembly above the pad that 
holds a substrate. The polishing head places the substrate in 
contact With the pad and is adapted to provide doWnWard 
pressure, controllably urging the substrate against the pad. 
The pad is moved relative to the substrate by an external 
driving force and the polishing head typically moves relative 
to the moving pad. A chemical composition, such as an elec 
trolyte, is typically provided to the surface of the pad Which 
enhances electrochemical activity betWeen the pad and the 
substrate. The Ecmp apparatus may affect abrasive and/or 
polishing activity from frictional movement While the elec 
trolyte combined With the conductive properties of the pad 
selectively removes material from the substrate. 

[0006] Dishing of features and retention of residues on the 
substrate surface are undesirable since dishing and residues 
may detrimentally affect subsequent processing of the sub 
strate. For example, dishing results in a non-planar surface 
that impairs the ability to print high-resolution lines during 
subsequent photolitho graphic steps and detrimentally affects 
subsequent surface topography of the substrate, Which affects 
device formation and yields. Dishing also detrimentally 
affects the performance of devices by loWering the conduc 
tance and increasing the resistance of the devices, causing 
device variability and device yield loss. Residues may lead to 
uneven polishing of subsequent materials, such as barrier 
layer materials (not shoWn) disposed betWeen the conductive 
material and the substrate surface. Post CMP pro?les gener 
ally shoW higher dishing on Wide trenches than on narroW 
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trenches or dense areas. Uneven polishing Will also increase 
defect formation in devices and reduce substrate yields. 
[0007] The proper formation of a uniform passivation layer 
plays an extremely important role in achieving uniform pol 
ishing of a substrate surface. In copper Ecmp, for example, 
copper ?lm needs to be passivated so that protrusions are 
removed While the recesses are protected. Failure to form a 
uniform passivation layer prior to polishing results in a higher 
removal rate of material at the Weak point of the non-uniform 
passivation layer, leading to local planarity loss and killer 
defects such as dishing. Thus, it is very critical to form a 
uniform passivation layer on the copper surface before the 
main polish begins. 
[0008] Therefore, there is a need for compositions and 
methods for removing conductive material, such as excess 
copper material, from a substrate that minimiZe the formation 
of topographical defects to the substrate during planariZation. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0009] Embodiments of the invention as generally recited 
in the claims generally relate to a method and processing 
apparatus for planariZing or polishing a substrate. More par 
ticularly, the invention relates to a method and a polishing 
apparatus for removing conductive material from a semicon 
ductor substrate by electrochemical mechanical polishing. In 
certain embodiments a method for electro polishing a sub 
strate having a conductive layer disposed thereon is provided. 
The substrate is coupled With a planariZing head and moved to 
a position above a polishing pad assembly. The planariZing 
head is positioned relative to the polishing pad assembly 
Without applying a voltage to the substrate. A ?rst voltage is 
applied to the substrate for a ?rst time period. A second 
voltage is applied to the substrate for a second time period in 
order to remove a portion of the conductive layer, Wherein the 
second voltage is greater than the ?rst voltage. 
[0010] In certain embodiments a method for electro polish 
ing a substrate having a conductive layer disposed thereon is 
provided. The substrate is coupled With a planariZing head. 
The planariZing head is adjusted so the substrate contacts a 
surface of a polishing pad assembly at a ?rst processing 
position Without the application of voltage to the substrate. A 
passivation layer is formed on the conductive layer of the 
substrate. The planariZing head is sWept from the ?rst pro 
cessing position to a second processing position. A ?rst volt 
age is applied to the substrate in order to increase the unifor 
mity of the passivation layer. A second voltage is applied to 
the substrate to remove a portion of the conductive layer, 
Wherein the second voltage is greater than the ?rst voltage. 
[0011] In certain embodiments a method for electro polish 
ing a substrate is provided. A substrate is loaded onto a 
planariZing head. The planariZing head is mechanically sta 
biliZed. A ?rst voltage is applied to the substrate for a ?rst 
time period. A second voltage is applied to the substrate for a 
second time period in order to remove a portion of the con 
ductive layer, Wherein the second voltage is greater than the 
?rst voltage. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0012] So that the manner in Which the above recited fea 
tures of the present invention can be understood in detail, a 
more particular description of the invention, brie?y summa 
riZed above, may be had by reference to certain embodiments, 
some of Which are illustrated in the appended draWings. It is 
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to be noted, however, that the appended drawings illustrate 
only certain embodiments and are therefore not to be consid 
ered limiting of its scope. 
[0013] FIG. 1 is a plan vieW ofan exemplary electrochemi 
cal mechanical planariZing system; 
[0014] FIG. 2 is a sectional vieW of one embodiment of an 
exemplary electrochemical mechanical planariZing (Ecmp) 
station of the system of FIG. 1; 
[0015] FIG. 3 depicts an exemplary ?oW diagram of a 
method of electrochemically mechanically planariZing a sub 
strate; and 
[0016] FIG. 4 is a schematic top vieW of one embodiment of 
an Ecmp station. 
[0017] To facilitate understanding, identical reference 
numerals have been used, Where possible, to designate iden 
tical elements that are common to the ?gures. It is contem 
plated that elements and/or process steps of one or more 
embodiments may be bene?cially incorporated in one or 
more other embodiments Without additional recitation. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0018] The Words and phrases used in the present invention 
should be given their ordinary and customary meaning in the 
art by one skilled in the art unless otherWise further de?ned. 
Certain embodiments provide a method and processing appa 
ratus for removal of conductive and barrier materials from a 
substrate. 
[0019] As used herein, the term “electrochemical mechani 
cal polishing” (Ecmp) generally refers to planariZing a sub 
strate by the application of electrochemical activity, mechani 
cal activity, and chemical activity to remove material from a 
substrate surface. 
[0020] As used herein, the term “electro polishing” gener 
ally refers to planariZing a substrate by the application of 
electrochemical activity. 
[0021] As used herein, the term “anodic dissolution” gen 
erally refers to the application of an anodic bias to a substrate 
directly or indirectly Which results in the removal of conduc 
tive material from a substrate surface and into a surrounding 
polishing composition. 
[0022] As used herein, the term “polishing composition” 
generally refers to a composition that provides ionic conduc 
tivity, and thus, electrical conductivity, in a liquid medium, 
Which generally comprises materials knoWn as electrolyte 
components. 
[0023] As used herein, the term “substrate” generally refers 
to any substrate or material surface formed on a substrate 
upon Which ?lm processing is performed, such as silicon 
Wafers used in semiconductor processing. For example, a 
substrate on Which processing can be performed include 
materials such as silicon, silicon oxide, strained silicon, sili 
con on insulator (SOI), carbon doped silicon oxides, silicon 
nitride, doped silicon, germanium, gallium arsenide, glass, 
sapphire, and any other materials such as metals, metal 
nitrides, metal alloys, and other conductive materials, 
depending on the application. Barrier layers, metals or metal 
nitrides on a substrate surface include titanium, titanium 
nitride, tungsten nitride, tantalum and tantalum nitride. Sub 
strates may have various dimensions, such as 200 mm or 300 
mm diameter Wafers, as Well as, rectangular or square panes. 

Apparatus 
[0024] FIG. 1 is a plan vieW of one embodiment ofa pla 
nariZation system 100 having an apparatus for electrochemi 
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cally processing a substrate. The exemplary system 100 gen 
erally comprises a factory interface 102, a loading robot 104, 
and a planariZing module 106. The loading robot 104 is dis 
posed proximate the factory interface 102 and the planariZing 
module 106 to facilitate the transfer of substrates 122 ther 
ebetWeen. 
[0025] A controller 108 is provided to facilitate control and 
integration of the modules of the system 100. The controller 
108 comprises a central processing unit (CPU) 110, a 
memory 112, and support circuits 114. The controller 108 is 
coupled to the various components of the system 100 to 
facilitate control of, for example, the planariZing, cleaning, 
and transfer processes. 
[0026] The factory interface 102 generally includes a 
cleaning module 116 and one or more Wafer cassettes 118.An 
interface robot 120 is employed to transfer substrates 122 
betWeen the Wafer cassettes 118, the cleaning module 116 and 
an input module 124. The input module 124 is positioned to 
facilitate transfer of substrates 122 betWeen the planariZing 
module 106 and the factory interface 102 by grippers, for 
example vacuum grippers or mechanical clamps. 
[0027] The planariZing module 106 includes at least a ?rst 
electrochemical mechanical planariZing (Ecmp) station 128, 
disposed in an environmentally controlled enclosure 188. 
Examples of planariZing modules 106 that can be adapted to 
bene?t from the invention include MIRRA®, MIRRA 
MESATM, REFLEXION®, REFLEXION® LK, and 
REFLEXION LK EcmpTM Chemical Mechanical PlanariZing 
Systems, all available from Applied Materials, Inc. of Santa 
Clara, Calif. Other planariZing modules, including those that 
use processing pads, planariZing Webs, or a combination 
thereof, and those that move a substrate relative to a planariZ 
ing surface in a rotational, linear or other planar motion may 
also be adapted to bene?t from the invention. 
[0028] In the embodiment depicted in FIG. 1, the planariZ 
ing module 106 includes the ?rst Ecmp station 128, a second 
Ecmp station 13 0, and a third Ecmp station 132. Bulk removal 
of conductive material disposed on the substrate 122 may be 
performed through an electrochemical dissolution process at 
the ?rst Ecmp station 128. After the bulk material removal at 
the ?rst Ecmp station 128, the remaining conductive material 
is removed from the substrate at the second Ecmp station 130 
through a multi-step electrochemical mechanical process, 
Whereinpart of the multi-step process is con?gured to remove 
residual conductive material. It is contemplated that more 
than one Ecmp station may be utiliZed to perform the multi 
step removal process after the bulk removal process per 
formed at a different station. Alternatively, each of the ?rst 
and second Ecmp stations 128, 130 may be utiliZed to per 
form both the bulk and multi-step conductive material 
removal on a single station. It is also contemplated that all 
Ecmp stations (for example 3 stations of the module 106 
depicted in FIG. 1) may be con?gured to process the conduc 
tive layer With a tWo step removal process, and to condition 
the conductive pad as described in more detail beloW. 

[0029] The exemplary planariZing module 106 also 
includes a transfer station 136 and a carousel 134 that are 
disposed on an upper or ?rst side 138 of a machine base 140. 
In certain embodiments, the transfer station 136 includes an 
input buffer station 142, an output buffer station 144, a trans 
fer robot 146, and a load cup assembly 148. The input buffer 
station 142 receives substrates from the factory interface 102 
by means of the loading robot 104. The loading robot 104 is 
also utiliZed to return polished substrates from the output 
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buffer station 144 to the factory interface 102. The transfer 
robot 146 is utilized to move substrates betWeen the buffer 
stations 142, 144 and the load cup assembly 148. 
[0030] In certain embodiments, the transfer robot 146 
includes tWo gripper assemblies, each having pneumatic grip 
per ?ngers that hold the substrate by the substrate’s edge. The 
transfer robot 146 may simultaneously transfer a substrate to 
be processed from the input buffer station 142 to the load cup 
assembly 148 While transferring a processed substrate from 
the load cup assembly 148 to the output buffer station 144. An 
example of a transfer station that may be used to advantage is 
described in US. Pat. No. 6,156,124, entitled WAFER 
TRANSFER STATION FOR A CHEMICAL MECHANI 
CAL POLISHER, issued Dec. 5, 2000 to Tobin, Which is 
herein incorporated by reference in its entirety. 
[0031] The carousel 134 is centrally disposed on the base 
140. The carousel 134 typically includes a plurality of arms 
150, each supporting a planariZing head assembly 152. TWo 
of the arms 150 depicted in FIG. 1 are shoWn in phantom such 
that the transfer station 136 and a planariZing surface 126 of 
the ?rst Ecmp station 128 may be seen. The carousel 134 is 
indexable such that the planariZing head assemblies 152 may 
be moved betWeen the planariZing stations 128, 130, 132 and 
the transfer station 136. One carousel that may be utiliZed to 
advantage is described in US. Pat. No. 5,804,507, entitled 
RADIALLY OSCILLATING CAROUSEL PROCESSING 
SYSTEM FOR CHEMICAL MECHANICAL POLISHING, 
issued Sep. 8, 1998 to Perlov, et al., Which is hereby incorpo 
rated by reference in its entirety. 
[0032] During the actual polishing, the planariZing head 
assemblies 152 are positioned at and above the respective 
polishing stations 128, 130, and 132, each having an indepen 
dently rotatable platen assembly 230 supporting a polishing 
pad assembly 204 Whose surface is Wetted With a polishing 
composition Which acts as the media for polishing the sub 
strate. During polishing, the planariZing head assembly 152 
oscillates along the respective radii of the carousel 134 so that 
the associated planariZing heads 152 move along a diameter 
of a respective polishing pad assembly 204. In a typical pol 
ishing process, the sWeep axis of a planariZing head 152 is 
aligned to the center of the polishing pad assembly 204. 
[0033] FIG. 2 is a sectional vieW of one embodiment of the 
second Ecmp station 130. The ?rst and third Ecmp stations 
128, 132 may be con?gured similarly. The second Ecmp 
station 130 generally includes a platen assembly 230 that 
supports a fully conductive polishing pad assembly 204. The 
platen assembly 230 may be con?gured to deliver electrolyte 
through the polishing pad assembly 204, or the platen assem 
bly 230 may have a ?uid delivery arm (not shoWn) disposed 
adjacent thereto con?gured to supply electrolyte to a pla 
nariZing surface of the polishing pad assembly 204. The 
platen assembly 230 includes at least one of a meter or sensor 
to facilitate endpoint detection. 
[0034] In certain embodiments, the polishing pad assembly 
204 includes interposed pad 212 sandWiched betWeen a con 
ductive pad 21 0 and an electrode 214. The conductive pad 210 
is substantially conductive across its top processing surface 
and is generally made from a conductive material or a con 
ductive composite (i.e., the conductive elements are dispersed 
integrally With or comprise the material comprising the pla 
nariZing surface), such as a polymer matrix having conduc 
tive particles dispersed therein or a conductive coated fabric, 
among others. The conductive pad 210, the interposed pad 
212, and the electrode 214 may be fabricated into a single, 
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replaceable assembly. The polishing pad assembly 204 is 
generally permeable or perforated to alloW electrolyte to pass 
betWeen the electrode 214 and top surface 220 of the conduc 
tive pad 210. The polishing pad assembly 204 is perforated by 
apertures 222 to alloW electrolyte to How therethrough. 

[0035] In certain embodiments, the conductive pad 210 
comprises a conventional polishing material, such as polymer 
based pad materials compatible With the process chemistry, 
examples of Which include polyurethane, polycarbonate, 
?uoropolymers, PTFE, PTFA, polyphenylene sul?de (PPS), 
or combinations thereof. The conventional polishing material 
may be coated, doped, or impregnated With a process com 
patible conductive material and/or particles. Alternatively, 
the conductive pad 210 may be a conductive polymer, such as 
conductive ?ller material disposed in a conductive polymer 
matrix, such as ?ne tin particles in a polyurethane binder, or 
a conductive fabric, such as carbon ?bers in a polyurethane 
binder. In certain embodiments, the conductive pad 210 is 
comprised of a conductive material disposed on a polymer 
matrix disposed on a conductive ?ber, for example, tin par 
ticles in a polymer matrix disposed on a Woven copper coated 
polymer. Other conductive materials include stainless steel, 
aluminum, gold, silver, copper, and nickel, among others. 
[0036] In another embodiment, the conductive pad 210 
comprises removal particles adapted to facilitate material 
removal from the deposit receiving side of the substrate. In 
certain embodiments, the removal particle are conductive 
particles, such as particles of tin, copper, nickel, silver, gold, 
or combinations thereof, in a conductive polymer matrix. In 
another embodiment, the removal particles are abrasive par 
ticles, such as aluminum, ceria, oxides thereof and derivatives 
thereof, and combinations thereof, in a conductive polymer 
matrix. In yet another embodiment, the removal particles are 
a combination of abrasive and conductive particles as 
described herein and are interspersed Within the conductive 
material. 

[0037] A conductive foil 216 may additionally be disposed 
betWeen the conductive pad 210 and the interposed pad 212. 
The foil 216 is coupled to a poWer source 242 and provides 
uniform distribution of voltage applied by the source 242 
across the conductive pad 210. In embodiments not including 
the conductive foil 216, the conductive pad 210 may be 
coupled directly, for example, via a terminal integral to the 
pad 210, to the poWer source 242. Additionally, the pad 
assembly 204 may include an interposed pad 218, Which, 
along With the foil 216, provides mechanical strength to the 
overlying conductive pad 210. Examples of suitable pad 
assemblies are described in US. Pat. No. 6,991,528, issued 
Jan. 31, 2006, entitled CONDUCTIVE POLISHING 
ARTICLE FOR ELECTROCHEMICAL MECHANICAL 
POLISHING, US. patent application Ser. No. 10/455,895, 
?led Jun. 6, 2003, published as US2004-0020789, and 
entitled CONDUCTIVE POLISHING ARTICLE FOR 
ELECTROCHEMICAL MECHANICAL POLISHING, and 
US. patent application Ser. No. 11/327,527, ?led Jan. 1, 
2005, entitled FULLY CONDUCTIVE PAD FOR ELEC 
TROCHEMICAL MECHANICAL PROCESSING, all of 
Which are hereby incorporated by reference in their entirety. 
[0038] The poWer source 242 generally provides a positive 
electrical bias to the pad 210 during processing. BetWeen 
planariZing substrates, the poWer source 242 generally 
applies a negative bias to the pad 210 to minimize attack on 
the pad 210 by process chemistries. 
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[0039] The planariZing head assembly 152 generally com 
prises a drive system 202 coupled to a planariZing head 152. 
The drive system 202 generally provides at least rotational 
motion to the planariZing head 152. The planariZing head 152 
additionally may be actuated toWard the ?rst Ecmp station 
128 such that the substrate 122 retained in the planariZing 
head 152 may be disposed against the planariZing surface 126 
of the ?rst Ecmp station 128 during processing. The drive 
system 202 is coupled to the controller 108 that provides a 
signal to the drive system 202 for controlling the rotational 
speed and direction of the planariZing head 152. 
[0040] In certain embodiments, the planariZing head may 
be a TITAN HEADTM or TITAN PROFILERTM Wafer carrier 
available from Applied Materials, Inc. of Santa Clara, Calif. 
Generally, the planariZing head 152 comprises a housing 223 
and retaining ring 224 that de?nes a center recess in Which the 
substrate 122 is retained. The retaining ring 224 circum 
scribes the substrate 122 disposed Within the planariZing head 
152 to prevent the substrate from slipping out from under the 
planariZing head 152 While processing. The retaining ring 
224 can be made of plastic materials such as PPS, PEEK, and 
the like, or conductive materials such as stainless steel, Cu, 
Au, Pd, and the like, or some combination thereof. It is further 
contemplated that a conductive retaining ring 224 may be 
electrically biased to control the electric ?eld during Ecmp. 
Conductive or biased retaining rings tend to sloW the polish 
ing rate proximate the edge of the substrate. It is contemplated 
that other planariZing heads may be utiliZed. 
[0041] The second Ecmp station 130 generally includes a 
platen assembly 230 that is rotationally disposed on the base 
140. The platen assembly 230 is supported above the base 140 
by a bearing (not shoWn) so that the platen assembly 230 may 
be rotated relative to the base 140. An area of the base 140 
circumscribed by the bearing is open and provides a conduit 
for the electrical, mechanical, pneumatic, control signals and 
connections communicating With the platen assembly 230. 
[0042] Conventional bearings, rotary unions and slip rings, 
collectively referred to as rotary coupler (not shoWn), are 
provided such that electrical, mechanical, ?uid, pneumatic, 
control signals and connections may be coupled betWeen the 
base 140 and the rotating platen assembly 230. The platen 
assembly 230 is typically coupled to a motor 248 that pro 
vides the rotational motion to the platen assembly 230. The 
motor 248 is coupled to the controller 108 that provides a 
signal for controlling for the rotational speed and direction of 
the platen assembly 230. 

Method for Polishing a Substrate 

[0043] Methods are provided for planariZing or polishing a 
substrate. More particularly, methods are provided for remov 
ing conductive material from a semiconductor substrate by 
electrochemical mechanical polishing. 
[0044] FIG. 3 depicts an exemplary ?oW diagram of a 
method 300 of electrochemically mechanically planariZing a 
substrate having a conductive layer disposed thereon that may 
be practiced on the system 100 described above. The conduc 
tive layer may be tungsten, copper, a layer having both 
exposed tungsten and copper, aluminum, and the like. 
Although the method 300 is discussed With reference to a bulk 
electrochemical polish that may be performed at the ?rst 
Ecmp station 128, it should also be understood that this pla 
nariZation method 300 is equally applicable to the residual 
polish steps that may be performed at the second Ecmp station 
13 0, and the barrier polish step that may performed at the third 
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Ecmp station 132. It should also be understood that the 
method 300 is applicable to any polishing system Where 
uniform removal of a conductive layer is desirable. 
[0045] At step 310, a substrate is loaded into a process 
apparatus. At step 320, the planariZing head is mechanically 
stabiliZed. At step 330, an electrochemical removal process is 
performed on the substrate 122. It Was discovered that the 
method 300 yields the formation of a more uniform passiva 
tion layer on the conductive layer of the substrate. The 
increased uniformity of the passivation layer increases the 
uniformity of the subsequent substrate planariZation process. 
[0046] In certain embodiments, at step 312, the substrate 
122 is coupled With the planariZing head 152. In certain 
embodiments, the planariZing head 152 comprises a ?exible 
membrane providing a mounting surface con?gured to 
receive the substrate 122 from the backside. The ?exible 
membrane may have one or more chambers connected to a 

?uid source. When the ?uid, such as air, is pumped into the 
chambers, the volume of the chambers Will increase and the 
?exible membrane Will be forced doWnWard. When the ?uid 
is pumped out of the chambers, the volume of the chambers 
Will decrease and the ?exible membrane Will move upWard. 
To load the substrate 122, the planariZing head 152 generally 
moves to a position Where the ?exible membrane of the pla 
nariZing head 152 is positioned adjacent the back side of the 
substrate 122. In certain embodiments a seal is formed 
betWeen the planariZing head 152 and the substrate 122. Fluid 
may then be pumped out of the chamber to create a loW 
pressure pocket betWeen the mounting surface of the ?exible 
membrane and the back side of the substrate. This loW pres 
sure pocket Will vacuum chuck the substrate to the planariZ 
ing head. 
[0047] At step 314 the substrate 122 coupled With the pla 
nariZing head 152 is moved over the polishing pad assembly 
204 disposed in the ?rst Ecmp station 128. 
[0048] At step 320 the polishing head 244 is mechanically 
stabiliZed. During the mechanical stabilization step 320 the 
substrate is prepared for processing Without the application of 
poWer to the substrate. The application of poWer While con 
tacting the substrate 122 With the polishing pad 204 has been 
found to damage the passivation layer formed on the conduc 
tive layer and lead to non-uniform polishing of the substrate 
122. 

[0049] At step 322, the planariZing head 152 is positioned 
relative to the polishing pad assembly 204. In certain embodi 
ments, the planariZing head 152 is loWered toWard the pol 
ishing pad assembly 204 to place the substrate 122 in contact 
With the polishing pad assembly 204. In certain embodi 
ments, during step 322, the substrate 122 is also exposed to 
the electrolyte and formation of the passivation layer on the 
conductive layer of the substrate begins. The electrolyte is 
?oWn into a basin (not shoWn) and in contact With both the 
surface of the substrate 122 and the polishing pad assembly 
204, While the planariZing head 152 places the substrate 122 
in contact With the polishing pad assembly 204. When current 
is applied, the electrolyte establishes an electrically conduc 
tive path betWeen the substrate 122 and the electrode 214. In 
certain embodiments, the electrolyte comprises at least one of 
sulfuric acid, phosphoric acid, ammonium citrate, and a cor 
rosion inhibitor. Examples of suitable polishing compositions 
and methods for bulk electrochemical processes are 
described in US. Pat. No. 7,128,825, entitled METHOD 
AND COMPOSITION FOR POLISHING A SUBSTRATE, 
issued Oct. 31, 2006 to Liu et al. and US. patent application 
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Ser. No. 11/356,352, entitled METHOD AND COMPOSI 
TION FOR POLISHING A SUBSTRATE, published as US. 
2006-0169597, both of Which are herein incorporated by 
reference to the extent not inconsistent With the current appli 
cation. In certain embodiments, the substrate 122 contacts the 
polishing pad assembly 204 after addition of the electrolyte. 
In certain embodiments, the substrate 122 contacts the pol 
ishing pad assembly 204 prior to the addition of the electro 
lyte. 
[0050] A passivation layer forms on the conductive layer of 
the substrate 122 from the exposure of the surface of the 
substrate 122 to corrosion inhibitors and/or other materials 
capable of forming a passivation or insulating ?lm. The thick 
ness and density of the passivation layer can dictate the extent 
of chemical reactions and/or amount of anodic dissolution. 
For example, a thicker or denser passivation layer has been 
observed to result in less anodic dissolution compared to 
thinner and less dense passivation layers. Thus, control of the 
composition and concentration of passivating agents, corro 
sion inhibitors and/ or chelating agents, alloWs for customiZed 
removal rates and amounts of material removed from the 
substrate surface. The passivation layer facilitates uniform 
removal of material from the surface of the substrate 122. 

[0051] The substrate 122 is urged against the pad assembly 
204 With a force of less than about 2 pounds per square inch 
(psi). In certain embodiments, the surface of the substrate 122 
and the polishing pad assembly 204 are contacted at a pres 
sure less than about 2 pounds per square inch (lb/in2 or psi) 
(13.8 kPa). The contact pressure may include a pressure of 
about 1 psi (6.9 kPa) or less, for example, betWeen about 0.01 
psi (69 Pa) and about 1 psi (6.9 kPa), such as between about 
0.1 (0.7 kPa) psi and about 0.8 psi (5.5 kPa) or betWeen about 
0.1 (0.7 kPa) psi and about 0.5 psi (3 .4 kPa). In certain aspects 
of the process, a pressure of about 0.3 psi (2.1 kPa) or about 
0.2 psi (1.4 kPa) may be used during processing. 
[0052] In certain embodiments, the substrate 122 is urged 
against the polishing pad assembly 204 at a position from 
Which the processing or polishing of substrate 122 Will com 
mence. For example, if the process performed involves 
sWeeping the Wafer against the surface of the polishing pad 
assembly from 5 .00-6.00 inches, the substrate Will contact the 
polishing pad at a position of 5 .00 inches from Which polish 
ing commences and the substrate 122 Will be moved to a 
second position of 6.00 inches. The substrate 122 Will then be 
moved back to the ?rst processing position of 5.00 inches. 
[0053] In certain embodiments, at step 324, the planariZing 
head 152 coupled With the substrate 122 is moved back and 
forth While contacting the surface of the polishing pad assem 
bly 204. This process is referred to as a “sWeep.” During the 
“sWeep,” the planariZing head 152 oscillates along the respec 
tive radii of the carousel 134 so that the planariZing heads 152 
moves along a diameter of a respective polishing pad assem 
bly 204. In certain embodiments, as shoWn in FIG. 4, the 
“sWeep” axis of the planariZing head 152 coupled With the 
substrate 122 is aligned to the center 402 of the polishing pad 
assembly 204. The planariZing head 152 coupled With the 
substrate 122 contacts the polishing pad assembly 204 at a 
?rst processing position 404. The planariZing head 152 
coupled With the substrate 122 then moves linearly across the 
surface of the polishing pad assembly 204 to a second pro 
cessing position 406. In certain embodiments, the planariZing 
head 152 coupled With the substrate moves linearly from the 
second processing position 406 to the ?rst processing posi 
tion 404. In certain embodiments, the motion of the planariZ 
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ing head 152 may be along an arc in a range of about the center 
402 of the polishing pad assembly 204 to an outer edge of the 
polishing pad assembly 204. In certain embodiments, the 
planariZing head 152 coupled With the substrate 122 is moved 
back and forth prior to contacting the surface of the polishing 
pad assembly 204. The “sWeep” may be performed any num 
ber of times until the desired removal of conductive material 
from the substrate is achieved. 
[0054] In step 326, relative motion is provided betWeen the 
surface of the substrate 122 and the polishing pad assembly 
204. The polishing pad assembly 204 disposed on the platen 
assembly 230 is rotated at a platen rotational rate of betWeen 
about 4 rpm and about 80 rpm, such as betWeen about 5 rpm 
and about 40 rpm, for example, about 7 rpm, and the substrate 
coupled With the planariZing head 152 is rotated at a planariZ 
ing head rotational rate betWeen about 5 rpm and about 80 
rpm, such as betWeen about 6 rpm and about 50 rpm, for 
example, about 15 rpm. The respective rotational rates of the 
platen assembly 230 and planariZing head 152 are believed to 
provide reduced shear forces and frictional forces When con 
tacting the polishing article and substrate. 
[0055] In certain embodiments, the planariZing head rota 
tional speed may be greater than a platen assembly rotational 
speed by a ratio of planariZing head rotational speed to platen 
assembly rotational speed of greater than about 1 :1, such as a 
ratio of planariZing head rotational speed to platen assembly 
rotational speed betWeen about 1.2:1 and about 12: 1, for 
example betWeen about 1.5 :1 and about 3: 1, to remove mate 
rial from the surface of the substrate. 

[0056] In certain embodiments, step 324 and step 326 occur 
simultaneously. For example, relative motion is provided 
betWeen the surface of the substrate 122 and the polishing pad 
assembly 204 While the substrate 122 is sWept across the 
surface of the polishing pad assembly 204. In certain embodi 
ments, step 324 and step 326 occur prior to the surface of the 
substrate 122 contacting the surface of the polishing pad 
assembly 204. A combination of contact and relative motion 
betWeen the substrate 122 and the polishing pad assembly 
204 provide mechanical abrasion that may alloW a region of 
non-passivated conductive material to be removed and/or 
exposed to a bias for removal by anodic dissolution. 

[0057] In step 330, an electrochemical removal process is 
performed on the substrate 122. At step 332 a ?rst voltage is 
applied to the substrate 122 for a ?rst time period. In certain 
embodiments, the ?rst voltage may be a loW ramp-up voltage. 
This application of a loW voltage before the main polish step 
alloWs for the formation of a thicker, denser, and more uni 
form passivation layer. In certain embodiments, the ?rst volt 
age may be betWeen about 1.5 volts and about 3 volts, for 
example about 2.4 volts. In certain embodiments application 
of the ?rst voltage to the substrate does not occur until after 
the substrate 122 has contacted the polishing pad assembly 
204. In certain embodiments, application of the ?rst voltage 
to the substrate may occur prior to the substrate 122 contact 
ing the polishing pad assembly 204. In certain embodiments, 
the application of the ?rst voltage may occur prior to, during, 
or after step 324 and/or step 326. 

[0058] At step 334, a second voltage is applied to the sub 
strate for a second time period in order to electrochemically 
remove a portion of the conductive layer of the substrate, 
Wherein the second voltage is greater than the ?rst voltage. In 
certain embodiments, step 334 may comprise a bulk removal 
process that produces anodic dissolution of the conductive 
material from the surface of the substrate 122 at a current 
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density between about 0.001 milliamp s/ centimeter (mA/cm2) 
and about 100 mA/cm2 Which correlates to an applied current 
of up to about 40 amps to process substrates With a diameter 
up and about 300 mm. For example, a 200 mm diameter 
substrate may have a current density betWeen about 0.01 
mA/cm2 and about 50 mA/cm2, Which correlates to an applied 
current betWeen about 0.01 A and about 20 A. The invention 
also contemplates that the bias may be applied and monitored 
by volts, amps and Watts. For example, in certain embodi 
ment, the poWer supply may apply a poWer betWeen about 
0.01 Watts and 100 Watts, a voltage betWeen about 0.01 V and 
about 10 V, and a current betWeen about 0.01 amps and about 
10 amps. The bias betWeen about 2.6 volts and about 3 .5 volts, 
such as 3 volts, may be used as the applied bias in the ?rst 
electrochemical processing step. In certain embodiments step 
334 also includes a residual removal step Where residual 
conductive material is removed from the surface of the sub 
strate 122 after the bulk removal step. 
[0059] One exemplary bias application process is described 
in Us. patent application Ser. No. 11/355,769, ?led on Feb. 
15, 2006, entitled METHOD FOR ELECTROCHEMI 
CALLY POLISHINGA CONDUCTIVE MATERIAL ONA 
SUBSTRATE, Which application is incorporated herein by 
reference to the extent not inconsistent With the claimed 
aspects and description herein. 
[0060] Without intending to be limited by any particular 
theory, placing the substrate in a processing position prior to 
applying poWer to the substrate alloWs for the formation of a 
more uniform passivation layer on conductive material. A 
more uniform passivation layer leads to increased uniformity 
of planariZation during the subsequent planariZation process. 
[0061] While the foregoing is directed to embodiments of 
the present invention, other and further embodiments of the 
invention may be devised Without departing from the basic 
scope thereof, and the scope thereof is determined by the 
claims that folloW. 

1. A method for electro polishing a substrate having a 
conductive layer disposed thereon, comprising: 

coupling the substrate With a planariZing head; 
moving the planariZing head to a position above a polishing 

pad assembly; 
positioning the planariZing head relative to the polishing 

pad assembly Without applying voltage to the substrate; 
applying a ?rst voltage to the substrate for a ?rst time 

period; and 
applying a second voltage to the substrate for a second time 

period in order to remove a portion of the conductive 
layer, Wherein the second voltage is greater than the ?rst 
voltage. 

2. The method of claim 1, Wherein the positioning the 
planariZing head relative to the polishing pad assembly com 
prises pressing the planariZing head against the polishing pad 
assembly. 

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising sWeeping the 
planariZing head across a surface of the polishing pad assem 
bly after positioning the planariZing head relative to the pol 
ishing pad assembly. 

4. The method of claim 3, further comprising rotating the 
planariZing head at an RPM range betWeen about 5 RPM and 
about 80 RPM While sWeeping the planariZing head across a 
surface of the polishing pad assembly. 

5. The method of claim 1, Wherein the ?rst voltage com 
prises a ramp-up voltage betWeen about 1.5 volts and about 3 
volts. 
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6. The method of claim 5, Wherein the second voltage 
comprises a voltage betWeen about 2.4 volts and about 3.5 
volts. 

7. The method of claim 1, Wherein applying a ?rst voltage 
to the substrate further comprises forming a uniform passiva 
tion layer on the conductive layer. 

8. A method for electro polishing a substrate having a 
conductive layer disposed thereon, comprising: 

coupling the substrate With a planariZing head; 
adjusting the planariZing head so the substrate contacts a 

surface of a polishing pad assembly at a ?rst processing 
position Without the application of voltage to the sub 
strate; 

forming a passivation layer on the conductive layer of the 
substrate; 

sWeeping the planariZing head from the ?rst processing 
position to a second processing position; 

applying a ?rst voltage to the substrate to increase the 
uniformity of the passivation layer; and 

applying a second voltage to the substrate to remove a 
portion of the conductive layer, Wherein the second volt 
age is greater than the ?rst voltage. 

9. The method of claim 8, Wherein sWeeping the polishing 
head and applying a ?rst voltage to the substrate occur simul 
taneously. 

10. The method of claim 8, Wherein applying a ?rst voltage 
to the substrate and forming a passivation layer on the con 
ductive layer occur simultaneously. 

11. The method of claim 8, Wherein sWeeping the planariZ 
ing head further comprises rotating the polishing head rela 
tive to the polishing pad. 

12. The method of claim 8, Wherein sWeeping the polishing 
head comprises moving the polishing head in a linear direc 
tion While maintaining contact With the surface of the polish 
ing pad. 

13. The method of claim 8, Wherein sWeeping the polishing 
head further comprises returning the substrate to the ?rst 
processing position. 

14. The method of claim 8, Wherein the sWeeping the 
polishing head begins prior to applying a ?rst voltage to the 
substrate. 

15. The method of claim 14, Wherein the sWeeping the 
polishing head continues While applying a ?rst voltage to the 
substrate. 

16. A method for electro polishing a substrate having a 
conductive layer disposed thereon, comprising: 

loading a substrate onto a planariZing head; 

mechanically stabiliZing the planariZing head Without the 
application of voltage to the substrate; 

applying a ?rst voltage to the substrate for a ?rst time 
period to form a uniform passivation layer on the con 
ductive layer; and 

applying a second voltage to the substrate for a second time 
period in order to remove a portion of the conductive 
layer, Wherein the second voltage is greater than the ?rst 
voltage. 

17. The method of claim 16, Wherein loading the substrate 
further comprises contacting the substrate With the planariZ 
ing head. 

18. The method of claim 16, Wherein mechanically stabi 
liZing the polishing head comprises moving the polishing 
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head to a ?rst position prior to applying a ?rst Voltage to the 20. The method of claim 19, wherein applying a ?rst Volt 
substrate for a ?rst time period. age to the substrate for a ?rst time period comprises applying 

19. The method of claim 18, further comprising moving the a ramp-up voltage; 
polishing head from the ?rst position to a second position 
While applying a ?rst Voltage to the substrate for a ?rst time 
period. * * * * * 


